Al-Qasemi- Academic College Of Education

The Regional Conference of "Water and Good Neighborhood": Israel, Palestine and Jordan.

Al-Qasemi Academy hosted the annual conference on "Water and Good Neighborhood" on Tuesday, November 25. Representative from Israel, Jordan and the Palestinian Authority Authority took part in the conference that lasted two days. The Participants whose major concern was how to preserve water sources, had also ceased the opportunity to talk peace.

The Israeli Writers' Union Meeting

Israeli Arab poets and writers conferred with Jewish counterparts at Al-Qasemi Academy on Tuesday, November 25 to discuss the influence of fine arts on the relations between Arabs and Jews. All participants without exception agreed that throughout drama, poetry, and prose, writers from both sides can raise to the level of occasion and send constructive messages of conciliation, understanding and peace.

"Is Internet Appealing Or Appalling?"

Under the title "Is Internet Appealing Or Appalling?" Professor Gabi Solomon and Mrs. Asmaa Ghanayem initiated an internet workshop at Al-Qasemi Academy on Tuesday, November 25, 2008. Professor Solomon emphasized that "for the internet to become a blessing, the pedagogical system should undergo a serious revolution, as an understatement". From her side, Mrs. Asmaa Ghanayem agreed that "Integrating technology, all the more so- the internet in education is quite undertaking, yet it is a must in our reality", Ghanayem added.
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